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Abstract: Transport decision-making problems are typically spatially based and involve a set of feasible
alternatives with multiple evaluation criteria. Besides, transport decisions affect citizens’ quality of
life, as well as specific interests of general stakeholders (e.g., transport companies), thus needing a
participatory approach to decision-making. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have the ability to
visualize spatial data and represent the impact of location based transport alternatives, thus helping
experts to conduct robust assessments. Moreover, with the recent diffusion of Volunteered Geographic
Information (VGI) and development of Public Participatory GIS (PPGIS) platforms, the process can
be enhanced thanks to the collection of a large amount of updated spatial data and the achievement
of an active community participation. In this study, we provide an overview based on a structured
literature review of the use of VGI and PPGIS in transport studies, exploring the fields of application,
role played by GIS, level of public involvement and decision stage at which they are applied. From the
overview’s results, we propose a general framework for the evaluation of transport alternatives using
GIS from a multiple stakeholder point of view; the main conclusion is the usefulness of the integration
between Public Participation, GIS and quantitative evaluation methods, in particular Multi Criteria
Decision Analysis, in order to foster technically sound and shared decisions.

Keywords: PPGIS; volunteered geographic information; transport planning; transport decision-making;
public participation

1. Introduction

Transport is fundamental to economic growth, allowing cities to be connected and accessible for
both passengers and freight. However, transport causes many negative externalities, a few of them
being CO2 emissions, responsible for Climate Change, pollution and accidents [1,2]. Tackling the
challenges of modern cities requires an integrated global approach where transport planning and
decision-making should be driven by the idea that a sustainable transport system improves the quality
of life [3].

Decision-making in the transport sector is a complex issue. This is because one has to take
into account multiple and often conflicting environmental, social and economic criteria to evaluate
different alternatives. This points to the need for using sound methodologies to assess alternatives
from multiple viewpoints. In this respect, Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) is widely used to
assess transport alternatives, allowing us to include in a comparative assessment of alternative projects
their contributions to different evaluation criteria, even if they are assessed by heterogeneous measures
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(monetary, physical and linguistic) [3,4]. Moreover, alternative impacts and criteria importance are
usually assessed by decision-makers with expert support, while it is fundamental to take into account
the opinions of a set of individuals or groups (stakeholders, interest groups, citizens) with generally
conflicting ideas, preferences and objectives. In this respect, technically sound solutions are needed,
but, at the same time, transport decision-makers have to engage with private and public sector
groups, inform them on the capacity of the project/plan to be economically sound, guarantee equity
improvement, act on long term implications and respond to aspirations of different groups in society
and their greatest concerns—such as Climate Change and a Green Economy [5].

Finding the best trade-off between a solution based on consensus building and one based on
technical evaluations is a key issue in the evaluation of transport scenarios, in particular with increased
attention paid in the last years to the important role of public participation in transport planning [6].

It is important to use adequate methods and tools that can help stakeholders and citizens
participating in the decision-making process, making them understand the problem under discussion,
and the potential multiple impacts of alternatives [7]. Since transport problems are typically spatially
based and involve a set of feasible alternatives with multiple evaluation criteria, Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) can be powerful tools to support experts conducting robust assessments, and to allow
stakeholders and citizens to easily visualize the impacts of spatially based transport alternatives.

The term Public Participatory GIS (PPGIS) originated at two meetings of the National Centre
for Geographic Information and Analysis (NCGIA) as the next generation of GIS that would provide
technical advancements in social and political contexts [8] and should be more inclusive to nonofficial
voices [9]. The resulting definition of PPGIS focused on pragmatic approaches to engage the public
in applications of GIS with the goals of improving the transparency of and influencing government
policy [10].

The main conceptual and theoretical foundations of PPGIS is that it is a spatial process,
which always makes use of a map; it is scale dependent, in terms of data, participants’ location
and issues to be treated; it offers an opportunity for decision-makers to propose a transparent
decision-making process [11]. When it comes to transport strategies, most people want to know how
they will be affected in their daily lives. Therefore, an appropriate method to answer the question
might be to focus on a map and identify the policies relevant to a particular location. Considering
that most of the public concern about the impacts of projects on the places where they live involves
spatial entities, the use of GIS has a great potential for facilitating informed public involvement.
In particular, the spatial dimension of transport related decisions gives GIS an important role in
analyzing such problems.

Besides, the huge diffusion of Internet has introduced new trends in mapping and greater
democratization of the access to spatial data and maps. The coupling between GIS and the Web has
improved the shared use of GIS in three ways [12–14]:

1. Access and dissemination of spatial data, with the introduction of Geography Markup Language
(GML), a data codification and transmission mechanism, the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG),
to improve the quality of the reproduction on the web, OGC geospatial web services and Spatial
Data Infrastructures (SDIs), mechanisms with some specifics to improve accessibility and recover
of spatial data [15].

2. Exploration and geo-visualization of spatial data, with the introduction of maps for structuring
the debate and achieving different levels of agreement among decision-making process actors:
in a Web environment with GIS capability the map becomes dynamic, interactive and accessible
to a wider number of users as a visual communication tool.

3. Data elaboration, analysis and modeling, with the introduction of integrated tools between Web
GIS and services to process data with intuitive interfaces, making modeling possible for both
experts and general public users.
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The shift of decision-making processes towards PPGIS-based approaches has the potential to
foster high levels of public involvement. Through the Internet, GIS systems may face and develop
democratization on the accessibility of spatial data and transparency of decision-making: in this way,
technology can contribute to greater democratic participation in planning processes [16–20]. Besides,
the use of internet forums as alternative to conventional meetings has the potential to break down
barriers to participation by removing some psychological elements that can affect citizens when they
express their views at meetings. One of the main advantages is that planning meetings are not limited
by geographical location: access to information about the issues under discussion is available from any
place with access to the web. Information is also available at all times of the day, avoiding the problems
associated with the organization of meetings, opening up opportunities for more people to take part
to a public consultation. Moreover, with a web-based system, the public is provided with access to
interactive online planning documents can help the audience to focus on particular places, rather than
wade through a long document to find the policies that may have implications for their lives [21].

The “public” involved is anyone with an interest in a particular issue regarding the scenarios
under considerations [22]. In transport planning, they can be simply categorized in three classes:
experts (i.e., key informants), stakeholders (e.g., institutions, groups, environmental associations,
transport companies) and citizens (singles or in groups) [23].

In general, it can be very difficult to engage people in the process at the right time. The involvement
process can be both top-down or bottom-up: PPGIS technology can enable a bottom-up approach from
grassroots community groups. The participatory map in PPGIS is a fundamental tool that gives an
overview of issues and proposals reported by different users. It democratizes the teaching and use of
GIS, which is made accessible and comprehensible by a wider range of communities and social groups;
it makes citizens participate in space planning and decision-making; it allows the inclusion of public
values in decision support systems; it describes the spatial perceptions of the public and the meanings
that belong to these places.

Recently, the new approach of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI), which can be described
as the use of the web to create, assemble, and disseminate geographic information voluntarily
provided by individuals [24], has emerged as an improvement of PPGIS in terms of speed, scale,
and representativeness [25]. The creation of such a public database and applications from the
Geoweb have led web-based participation to a more dynamic and collaborative level, also in the field
of transport, where applications such as Openstreetmap (https://www.openstreetmap.org), Strava
(https://www.strava.com/), Stravametro (https://metro.strava.com/) and Waze (https://www.waze.com)
have nowadays become sources of information and data with a big potential to be processed for studies
and transport researches.

Based on this premise, the aim of this study is twofold, i.e., to: (1) understand how PPGIS and
VGI have been used so far in the transport field; (2) propose an overall framework for their inclusion in
transport planning with some recommendations.

In order to address the first objective, we conducted a systematic review of scientific works
dealing with the increasing use of PPGIS and VGI in the field of transport. The decision to limit the
analysis to the transport decision-making domain is attributable to their quite recent use in this field.
Under this respect, it becomes useful to explore their evolution in the last years, the actual research
gap and potential of application. The overview includes all types of research (articles, conference
papers, reports, books) dealing with infrastructure projects, technologies and strategic decisions and
policies concerning transport. Starting from the results of the review, we propose a framework for
technical analyses that would allow public participation throughout the different phases of the transport
decision-making process.

This is particularly relevant and needed in transport decision-making, due to a lack of
comprehensive knowledge and systematization of innovative spatial evaluation tools to support
public participation in transport planning. Some guidelines related to online tools to support
participation can be found, especially in gray literature (see, e.g., reference [26]), but there is not an
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overall framework that relates the use of them with the different decision-making phases and actors
involved, especially in transport planning.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the structure of
the overview, the search strategy and we provide some statistical analysis of results. In Section 2,
we try to provide answers for the research guiding questions. In Section 3, we propose a PPGIS-MCDA
based framework for the evaluation of transport projects. Finally, Section 4 contains conclusions with
possible future research streams.

2. Guidelines through the Overview

The structure of the review is organized in 3 phases:

• Description of the aim of overview;
• Delineation of the search strategy;
• Summary of key findings.

2.1. Aim/Question of Overview:

The review is intended to address the four following questions, i.e.,:

1. Which subjects or kind of decisions are studied? In particular, an analysis of the transport studies
per main categories and a distribution in sub-categories will be conducted.

2. How is the GIS used to involve the participants? Based on the opportunity and level of use of the
GIS tools by the participants.

3. Who is the “public” involved in the study? This question aims at knowing the type of involvement
in the study, if limited to a small group of users or to a large community.

4. What is the stage of the transport decision-making process when GIS is used? This question
aims at knowing whether VGI and PPGIS are suitable for use during the entire decision-making
process or only in some of its phases.

2.2. Search Strategy

A search of scientific papers was conducted by consulting the following databases and academic
research engines:

• Scopus (https://www.scopus.com), an online scientific abstract and citation database;
• Science-Direct (https://www.sciencedirect.com/), an online subscription-based database of scientific

research, with freely available article abstracts, but subscription or pay-per-view purchase of their
full texts;

• Web of Science (https://clarivate.com/products/web-of-science/), an online subscription-based
scientific citation indexing, that gives access to multiple databases that reference cross-
disciplinary research;

The search strategy involved the indication of the following keywords in search engines
and database, using the Boolean AND operator, if possible, or by successive categorization:
Public Participatory GIS AND transport, PPGIS AND transport, Volunteered geographic information
AND transport, VGI AND transport.

2.3. Summary of Key Findings

2.3.1. Statistical Analysis

The research produced a selection of 81 documents: after an analysis of the entire text of the
publication a total of 73 publications in line with the research objectives were chosen for in-depth
analysis and were collected in an excel database. The range of publication years of the works analyzed

https://www.scopus.com
https://www.sciencedirect.com/
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is between 1997 and 2019, including the works already published to date (Figure 1). The only article
published in 1997 [27] is a pioneering work on spatial group choice that could not rely on today’s
technologies for creating and modifying spatial data by non-expert users. Therefore, it can be said that
a continuous and growing scientific production on the issues related to PPGIS in the field of transport
can be placed starting from 2010.
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Figure 1. Publishing years of articles included in the review.

Keyword analysis can support the identification of the main areas of application since they are
used by the authors to help indexers, search sources and consequently readers to find relevant papers;
they generally represent the content of the manuscript and are quite specific to subject’s field or
sub-field. From the analysis of the keywords of the papers of the review (Figure 2), conducted through
pivot tables, beyond the terms included in the search strategy (GIS, VGI, PPGIS, Crowdsourcing and
Transport), the words “Accessibility” [28–33], Smartphone [34–38] and “Activity Space” [39–41] emerge.
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Figure 2. Keyword analysis of articles included in the review.

In particular, GIS are fundamental to visualize the impact of transport solutions in terms of
accessibility, and there is a growing literature on transport studies related to this topic [42–45]. Besides,
combining crowdsourcing, sensing and open data can foster accessible and smart city development,
e.g., by providing personalized paths to users with special needs [46]. Crowdsourcing has also
been used as a tool to foster public participation in the early stages of transport decision-making in
sustainable mobility planning processes by eliciting citizen spatially located ideas and opinions (see,
e.g., https://www.pumsroma.it/partecipa/proposte-cittadini/?to=naviga, in Italian).

2.3.2. Main Topics and Transport Mode Analysis

The work subjects of the review are classified according to the topic dealt with in four major
categories according to the studies topic (Figure 3a): Passenger, Freight, Infrastructure and General:

https://www.pumsroma.it/partecipa/proposte-cittadini/?to=naviga
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78% of the articles analyzed are studies relating to passenger transport, 9% to infrastructure, 12% to
general issues, while only 1% relates to freight transport. In terms of transport mode (Figure 3b),
one third of the studies can be classified in the general category, followed by cycling (18%), multimodal
transport (16%), public transport (14%), walking (9%), while the remaining categories get percentages
below 5% (Air 2%, Logistics 1%, Water 4%, Road 3%).
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This opens good opportunities for unexplored sectors like freight transport, which relevance and
impacts are important but, sometimes, underestimated [47]. In this respect, crowdsourcing coupled with
GIS data could provide good opportunity to improve the efficiency of logistics, especially in a city context,
where citizens can be directly involved in the freight delivery process, i.e., via “crowdshipping” [48].
This implies deliveries via the crowd, i.e., by considering that any trip people perform to satisfy
personal objectives can become a vector for shipping freight using the usually available spare load
capacity [49].

2.3.3. Use of GIS and Type of Involvement

The studies analyzed revealed different levels of use by users, in terms of direct or indirect
involvement in the creation of geographical data (Figure 4a).
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More than the half of the articles (54%) include the participation of “citizens as sensors”: before
the beginning of the study, participants gave their consent to the digital tracking of their position,
speed, direction of travel and time information through the GPS and Accelerometer of a mobile device.
Alternatively, they provided post-trip geographical information through an application not necessarily
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associated with the study. This type of data are those typically deriving from the registration of users
to platforms such as Twitter [50], Foursquare [51,52], Strava and Strava Metro [39,53–56] or Waze,
and generically to other applications that, through geolocation, process traffic data and information
on transport systems, such as Openstreetmap [32,57–60]. A third of the analyzed papers foresees
the active participation of users in the use of GIS through the creation and modification of spatial
data: in these cases, a WebGIS application, generally created for the purposes of the study, is used by
participants to draw paths, areas and points of interest [61,62].

Finally, in some studies, an easy use of GIS emerges: PPGIS has been used by participants to
assign satisfaction scores to locations or to predefined types of locations (6%) [63–65], or it has been
simply used as a visualization tool that allows an interaction by users mostly related to data display
(8%) (see Figure 5 for an example) [27,28,66,67].
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For what concerns the users involved in the study (defined as Type of Involvement, Figure 4b),
44% of the studies foresees “implicit” involvement, i.e., participants gave the consent for the use of
their data in a phase prior to the study, but they are not informed about the aim of the study and about
progress and results. This high percentage is related to the widespread use of data and VGI from
the previously mentioned applications and platforms. 21% of studies involved a sample of citizens,
either as representative of an entire community or to test the instrument before a wider dissemination;
finally, 17% of the paper involved stakeholders as actors in a decision-making process and, with the
same percentage, there are studies involving entire communities in the participation process. The high
percentage of studies with an “implicit” involvement shows that the potential of PPGIS as a tool for
public participation in transport decision-making processes has not been fully explored so far.

2.3.4. Stage of the Transport Decision-Making Process

A classification for stages of decision-making in transport planning has been performed, based on
three main elements, i.e.,: (1) individuation of impacts, (2) identification of indicators and (3) comparison
of alternatives [68]. These stages in turn refer to six macro-activities [69], i.e.,: Identification of objectives,
constraints and project types; Present situation analysis; Alternative system project formulation; Project
analysis and technical assessment; Comparison of alternative solution (evaluation); Choice and
implementation. Additionally, an “Other” category has been added for studies not strictly fitting in
one of the aforementioned categories.

More than the half of the studies (55%) deal with the identification of project types and the
present situation analysis, due to the spatial GIS component providing an essential aid in definition
of physical constraints. Research focused on: the building of comprehensive urban networks
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through VGI data [32,51]; road and traffic condition analysis through crowdsourcing [70–73]; analysis
of vehicle behavior [74] and investigation of travel patterns [52,75–77], with an extensive use
of SoftGIS, an internet-based approach which relies on collecting, analyzing and delivering soft
knowledge produced by the residents and other local actors in a certain area through interactive
maps [29,41,78–81]; urban connectivity assessment [82] and general analysis of urban public transport
and sustainable mobility aspects through smartphones [37,83–88]. Crowdsourcing techniques
have been extensively used in studies related to non-motorized mobility, such as cyclist spatial
patterns identification [39,53,54,56,58,71], their socio-economic analysis [89] and environmental related
problems [55,90] or the identification of peculiar elements of the pedestrian network to improve the
walking experience of vulnerable people [29,55,57]. PPGIS has also been used in the maritime field for
the analysis of conflicts, social values and preferences in marine environments [63–65]; finally, it has
been applied in airport contexts for the study of noise contours [91] and modeling flight trajectories
with publicly available flight data [92].

Several studies (23%) have also focused on the use of PPGIS in the field of project analysis and
technical assessment, with the evaluation of quality and efficiency of public transport services [67,93–95];
validation of evacuation systems in the event of an emergency [50,59]; design and evaluation of paths
for non-motorized mobility [33,40,55,84,87,96].

Comparison of alternative solutions has been carried out by the 10% of the scholars, e.g., to evaluate
accessibility patterns [97], site suitability [27,28] and, in general, for transport system alternatives [66].

Finally, some scholars have dealt with broader issues (12%), e.g., focusing on computer
programming related to VGI in the field of transport [98], the interaction with agent-based
modeling [99,100], a proposal for an user-based solution of the imbalance problem in bike sharing
systems [101] and, more in general, analysis of the potentials and challenges of the use of PPGIS and
VGI in the field of transport [30,35,96,102–105].

2.3.5. Conclusions

Our analysis showed how PPGIS and VGI have been increasingly used in the last years in different
phases of transport decision-making processes related to different issues. This means that they can be
considered a valid aid for transport decision-makers. However, one can notice that there are some
elements that need to be addressed, i.e.,: (i) participation is generally implicit (i.e., participants are not
directly involved in the decision-making process), (ii) there are still unexplored fields of applications
(e.g., freight), and (iii) these tools are typically used in the first phases of transport decision-making
(i.e., identification of project types and present situation analysis). This means that we are still far being
able to use them as comprehensive planning support tools.

Under this context, it is important to understand how to use them in all the phases of
participatory planning, also by coupling them with evaluation methods that allow including—in a
transparent way—alternative impacts and criteria importance, while taking into account stakeholders’
needs and preferences. This is important to bridge the gap between technical analysis (fairly
understandable by non-experts) and stakeholder-driven evaluations towards well-thought-out
decisions in transport planning.

This paves the way for the proposal of an evaluation framework to support the decision-making
process, able to allow public participation in the assessment of transport scenarios, while at the same
time ensuring technical quality of the final decision. The framework should include evaluation methods
able to analyze monetary and non-monetary parameters as well as usually non-comparable criteria in
a way that is easily understandable for all decision-makers, such as MCDA techniques.

3. Three “Ingredients” for Performance and Consensus Based Decisions: A Framework for
Transport Decision-Making

In recent years, MCDA has been widely used in the evaluation of territorial policies, due to the
complexity of the issues and the inadequacy of traditional methods to capture all the possible impacts,
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such as in the case of cost–benefit analysis [106]. It has also been extended to group decisions (group
MCDA—GMCDA), including the viewpoint of multiple stakeholders, allowing them to participate in
the evaluation of alternatives and criteria [6,66,107,108].

The integration between GIS and MCDA can be thought of as a process that transforms and
combines geographical data and value judgments to obtain information for decision-making [109].
A spatial multicriteria analysis, through a GIS-based MCDA, therefore provides, for the evaluation of
the project alternatives, both value judgments and spatial data [110].

The integration of MCDA methods in a Participatory WebGIS provides an interactive tool that
allows users to explore digital maps, deepen their awareness of the problem at stake and voice different
opinions on spatial decision problems. Thanks to an integrated system, such as a PPGIS, individuals
who are uncomfortable to express their opinion and preferences in public can do so in an independent
environment; consequently, a wider and more complete representation can be reached, overcoming
the limits of face-to-face meetings. Moreover, PPGIS-MCDA systems have the potential to stimulate
a “bottom-up” approach to the spatial decision-making process by providing public access to data
and models.

Based on these premises, three main tools can be deducted as “ingredients” of the “receipt” to try
to avoid the failure of transport policies, projects and plans [111], i.e.,: (1) Public Participation, (2) GIS,
and (3) MCDA which, if fully integrated, have the potential to foster a good social acceptability and
robustness of decisions. This can be represented by a triangle of integration of GIS, Public Participation
and MCDA in the transport decision-making process (Figure 6). The highest the level of integration of
the three components, the more the decision-making process would take advantage of a tool supporting
the evaluation of the alternatives for both technical performances and degree of consensus.
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Besides, considering the three abovementioned stages of transport decision-making—(1)
individuation of impacts, (2) identification of indicators and (3) comparison of alternatives, based on
our literature analysis, it is possible to evaluate the contribution of each of the three factors—GIS,
MCDA, Public Participation—and of their integration in each phase of the process (Figure 7).

Step 1. Individuation of impacts. In the first step, effects and impacts that are relevant for the
decision-makers in relation to the objectives of the intervention are identified. A transport project/plan
can have multiple objectives (social, economic, environmental), and it is not easy to address all of them.
As an example, limiting car traffic in an urban context can reduce congestion and improve air quality,
but it could increase social exclusion and barrier effects if access to the zone is not guaranteed by other
modes of transport (e.g., public transport). Public participation in this phase could be useful to define
objectives, by identifying the stakeholders that can be affected by the decisions to be made and that can
give a contribution. A GIS analysis of the study area can play the role of defining spatial constraints
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and inhibiting spatially unfeasible alternatives; a PPGIS could allow the inclusion of VGI data from
citizens that, in their various forms, such as photos, videos, audios, or textual statements, can constitute
a basis to build the state of the art. Besides, in-depth interviews with “key informants” can be useful to
enrich the information obtained via VGI and define the decision-making structure [112].

Finally, according to the results obtained, the most appropriate MCDA techniques to assess
the alternatives are chosen [113]. As an example, if the goal of the decision-making process is to
establish a priority of investments, a widely used method like Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
can be used, since it allows us to obtain a ranking of alternatives based on pairwise comparisons
of couples of elements of the decision-making problem (e.g., objectives, criteria, alternatives) [1].
Other methods allow finding the “best” solution by measuring the distance from the ideal and the
worst ones (e.g., TOPSIS) [113].

Step 2. Identification of indicators. Indicators are needed to assess the impact of each alternative
and provide an overall evaluation from a multi-stakeholder multi-criteria point of view. Both spatial
(e.g., km of a linear infrastructure as a measure of the barrier effect) and non-spatial (e.g., management
cost of a transport service) indicators can be defined and needed to assess the alternatives. GIS can
allow an easy visualization of the spatial effects of alternatives. Besides, if combined with MCDA,
they can be used to visualize how the weights associated to each objective (and indicator) modify
the final assessment results. Under this respect, they could be easily understood also by non-experts,
and become useful when different stakeholders are involved in the weight assignment process via
Group MCDA techniques. The phase of identification and evaluation of indicators is particularly
important and must be conducted by appropriately combining stakeholder (subjective) views with
objective measurements and technical estimations. Stakeholder evaluations are performed via MCDA,
allowing weights to be assigned to each indicator (and related objective) according to the relevance it
has for each stakeholder. Weight assignment can also be extended to the general public, e.g., via an
online questionnaire, allowing a more inclusive process. However, global results should be carefully
managed due to the heterogeneity of opinions of a potentially large number of participants.

Step 3. Comparison of alternatives. When comparing alternatives, through PPGIS it will be
possible for stakeholders to be informed on the spatial impacts of the different scenarios. Stakeholder
preferences can be mathematically aggregated if they are similar or, alternatively, a consensus vote can
be proposed. The latter option is generally preferred [66]. In fact, it can pave the way for discussion
among stakeholders aimed at finding a consensus on a shared decision. It is noteworthy that the
use of VGI and PPGIS to collect stakeholder preferences can give raise to contradictory opinions.
Understanding how to tackle these opinions would be challenging. In this respect, the evaluations
performed via GIS-based group MCDA techniques can represent the starting point of a consensus
building process, fostering interaction via face-to-face meetings, or digitally, via web-based platforms,
or anonymously, as done with the Delphi method. It is a practice for the convergence of opinions,
based on: an “iterative structure”, meaning that stakeholders are called to express their opinions in
more rounds; “anonymity”, since they can only communicate with a facilitator, in order to avoid bias
due to leadership and reciprocal influence; “asynchronous communication”, with the possibility for
them to interact remotely and in different times. In this case, a combination of the Delphi method with
MCDA techniques should be applied to support consensus building among stakeholders [107].

The final decision in charge of the decision-maker(s) should be based both on the results of
participation (i.e., consensus based ranking), and of technical and spatial analysis, allowing us to assess
the feasibility and impacts of the proposed solution (“performance based ranking”).
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4. Conclusions and Future Research

This paper focused on the increasing use of PPGIS and VGI in transport decision-making and their
potential developments as participatory spatial tools to support the overall transport planning process.

A structured literature review was performed to critically analyze the state of the art practices.
73 studies were considered valid for the analysis and it was found that continuous scientific production
on this issue in the transport sector is quite recent and can be placed in the last ten years. Most of the
studies have passenger transport as their field of application and in particular mobility in urban areas.
The development of technologies and their widespread implementation on smartphones has led to a
wide use of data coming from VGI provided by the members of the communities and their consequent
implicit participation in the analysis of the current situation and the creation of project constraints.
At the same time, studies dealing with active participation of communities in decision-making processes
through PPGIS shows that it can be considered as a good tool to support public participation in
transport planning. However, PPGIS and VGI are still not included in the overall participatory
transport planning process. In general, participation is implicit (i.e., participants are not directly
involved in the decision-making process), there are unexplored fields of applications (e.g., freight),
and these tools are typically used in the first phases of transport decision-making (i.e., identification
of project types and present situation analysis). This means that we are still far from their use as
comprehensive planning support tools, while acknowledging their potential to bridge the gap between
technical analysis (fairly understandable by non-experts) and stakeholder-driven evaluations.

Based on the review’s results and analysis, a framework of integration of GIS, MCDA and Public
Participation into a scenario evaluation procedure has been presented. This could allow public
participation in the assessment of transport design scenarios while at the same time ensuring technical
quality of the final decision.

Future studies could address questions and gaps that come out from this research.
A first one is the identification of participants to the decision-making process: depending on the

decision, the choice of the stakeholders to be involved must be taken, being aware that wide public
involvement can increase the threats to spatial data quality in the case of VGI. The variety of their
origins and the different forms in which they can be presented may indeed affect their reliability and
appropriateness and influence the decision-making process: so it is important to verify their quality
through appropriate indicators for geographic information data, such as positional, thematic and
temporal accuracy, completeness, logical consistency and usability [114].

When dealing with multiple heterogeneous actors, Social Network Analysis techniques could
allow us to quantify the social importance of the different individuals in the stakeholders’ network [6].

Besides depending on the actors involved in the decision-making process, other techniques can be
introduced to support the procedure. As an example, stated preference surveys enhanced by GIS by
providing respondents with maps and other spatial and non-spatial information in graphical form
may be used to increase respondents’ understanding of decision scenarios.

A further and important development of the research is the modeling of the proposed framework
within a unique tool that is able to integrate all the provided procedures.

Finally, findings of this study pave the way for future research in supporting transport
decision-making processes taking advantages of new technologies; in this respect, this research
can be considered as a first step of a procedure that could support a more diffuse involvement of
stakeholders in order to foster consensus and robustness of decisions.
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